
World Day of Prayer - Project Profile

PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
An evangelistic organization comprised of all the evangelical church 
denominations in the region requested NBTT to help them produce 
an NT translation with OT portions in order to spread the Gospel in 
their region, both to those who practice traditional religion and to 
their majority-faith neighbors. They believe the times are urgent, and 
they are called to spread the Gospel to their neighbors. It is a sign of 
a mature church. Two mother-tongue speakers of Alago are commit-
ted to translate. They have the support and encouragement of church 
leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to give feedback. In 
fact, 50% of the budget for this project will come from Alago churches. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Alago people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the prepa-
ration of materials for literacy. NBTT is constantly alert for individuals who have the potential to be trained further and to 
develop as trainers and consultants.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals,•	
Concern for evangelism of neighbors who practice another major religion and local religions•	
Large language group•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in-depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Alago area: UMCN, LCCN, EKAN, AFRICAN CHURCH, 
ECWA, CATHOLIC, CHURCH ON THE ROCK, ANGLICAN, DEEPER LIFE ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

Alago

NAME OF PROJECT: Alago 
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 70,000 approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
The area has a strong Christian presence, with several denominations 
agreeing to cooperate together in the project.  They are motivated to 
resist the pressure from the other major religion in the area, to evan-
gelize and to strengthen the church.  Two mother-tongue speakers of 
Huba are committed to translate. They have the support and encour-
agement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to 
give feedback. NBTT leaders have held several meetings in the area to 
help the local committee plan and to help organize the project.

SECONDARY GOALS
Huba people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the prepa-
ration of materials for literacy. NBTT is constantly alert for individuals who have the potential to be trained further and to 
develop as trainers and consultants.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Healthy pride in their own identity and commitment to strengthen the church in the area (resisting pressures from the •	
other major religion)
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Large language group•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Huba area: LCCN, EYN, Deeper Life, Catholic, African 
Church, C&S

Huba (Kilba)

NAME OF PROJECT: Huba (Kilba)   
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 200,000 total approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
Local churches are strongly motivated to complete the translation 
project.  At a recent meeting with NBTT leaders to sign an MOU for 
the project, there was a very large representation from all the church-
es as well as other members of the community. Three mother-tongue 
speakers of Ichen are committed to translate. They have the support 
and encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve as 
reviewers to give feedback.   Adaptation from Berom and Izere will be 
used, which should speed up the project. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Ichen people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation the preparation of materials for 
literacy.  An Ichen speaker has been appointed as literacy advisor and has taken the initial training for this task.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals,•	
Concern for evangelism and for good understanding of the gospel•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church,•	
Potential for development of the language and literacy in cooperation with local education authority•	
Potential for adaptation, although this is still in the exploratory stages•	
Experimenting with adaptation from related language translations•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Ichen area. Denominations are: COCIN, ECWA, and 
ASSEMBLIES OF GOD.

Ichen

NAME OF PROJECT: Ichen  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Five Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 130,000 (1995)
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
There is strong local motivation for the Jenjo Translation Project – 
the churches in the area are cooperating together to complete the goal 
of completing the translation. Their concern is both for the teaching 
of Jenjo Christians, and for evangelism among those who practice 
traditional religion and those who practice another major religion.  
Several mother-tongue speakers of Jenjo are committed to translate. 
Some have already completed the initial training. They have the sup-
port and encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve 
as reviewers to give feedback. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Jenjo people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the prepara-
tion of materials for literacy. Work on developing literacy materials has already begun.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Healthy pride in their own identity and commitment to strengthen the church in the area (resisting pressures from the •	
other major religion)
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Reaching their Muslim neighbors•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  The lead translator is a potential consultant.  At present he needs to con-
centrate on translation into Jenjo and gaining experience, but could be a good candidate for the TSC internship program in 
a couple of years time.  

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Jenjo area: UMCN, LCCN, EKAN, AFRICAN CHURCH, 
ECWA, CATHOLIC, CHURCH ON THE ROCK, ANGLICAN, and DEEPER LIFE ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

Jenjo

NAME OF PROJECT: Jenjo  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 15,000 total approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
 Providing a complete biblical worldview through a complete 
Bible, to help a people group suffering from the ramifications of 
a disintegrating social system and rampant disease.

The church leaders stated that their people suffer from AIDS and 
malaria, the churches are not united, and the people still live un-
der a rigid caste system. They want to use mother-tongue Scrip-
tures to address these oppressive conditions, and give hope to 
their people. The New Testament has been in wide use and has 
been reprinted several times.  The Old Testament, which addresses so many aspects of African culture, is needed, as well. This 
is a large language group and the language will potentially serve as a source text for other languages in the region. They have 
the support and encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to give feedback. In addition, the 
translators want to revise the NT, which was done some time ago (1976), to be more useful to the younger generation and to 
make a greater impact on the church.

In addition, the language is a potential source text for adaptation into several other languages in the region

SECONDARY GOALS
A literacy program is already in operation and will be developed further. 

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
Potential source texts for translation adaptations•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Kamwe area: LCCN, EYN, Deeper Life, Catholic, CO-
CIN, Baptist

Kamwe

NAME OF PROJECT: Kamwe  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Eight Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: Old Testament; revision of the NT 
POPULATION: 300,000 total approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
In the Rakaai area, there is a strong but proportionally very small 
church.  The number of Christians is less than 5% of the population. 
In the past there has been severe persecution – a few years ago the 
main church building was burnt down, two died and many individu-
als suffered physically.  Persecution has, however, resulted in renewed 
determination by the believers to maintain a faithful witness.  Their 
motivation for a translation in Rakaai is for a tool both to strengthen 
believers and to share the gospel effectively.  Two mother-tongue 
speakers of Rakaai are committed to translate. They have the support 
and encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to give feedback. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Rakaai people are committed to the development of their language, including the preparation of materials for literacy.  Ra-
kaai people love their language and value their own culture.  A literacy coordinator will be trained through NBTT programs.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Clearly demonstrated desire to reach out to Muslim neighbors despite persecution•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  One young man has been identified as a possible trainee for computer 
consulting

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Rakaai area: ECWA, COCIN, Deeper Life

Rakaai

NAME OF PROJECT: Rakaai  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 200,000 total approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
The Kibaku church presents quite a well-defined list of problems 
that they want to address through Scripture translation. Through 
pressure, the government has allowed religious instruction in their 
schools. It’s a wonderful breakthrough, but the people don’t have 
Kibaku Scriptures to teach their students. Their culture is experienc-
ing turmoil due to the shift from traditional rulers to political struc-
tures, and so there is confusion over how to deal with emerging social 
problems. The people hear the Scriptures in Hausa (trade language), 
but it does not appeal to them, therefore they are losing interest in 
attending church. The younger generation do not know the neighboring Bura language, as most of their parents do, so they 
can not read the Scriptures in that language, either. The pastors see this fragmentation, and the mother-tongue Scriptures 
which address these real life problems are the tools they need to virtually save their society and their youths. The project is 
an adaptation from the Bura translation, so the time frame should be achievable. In addition, two mother-tongue speakers 
of Kibaku are committed to translate. They have the support and encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve 
as reviewers to give feedback. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Kibaku people are committed to the development of their language, including the preparation of materials for literacy.   The 
literacy program will be developed in cooperation with Local Education Authorities.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
Potential source texts for translation adaptations•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  The lead translator is a potential consultant.  At present he needs to con-
centrate on translation into Jenjo and gaining experience, but could be a good candidate for the TSC internship program in 
a couple of years time.  

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in Kibaku area: EYN, DEEPER LIFE, HOLINESS CHURCH, 
ECWA, BAPTIST AND REDEEMED CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF GOD.

Kibaku

NAME OF PROJECT: Kibaku  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Five Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 100,000 1993 estimate
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
A deputation from the Legbo churches visited Dr Katy Barnwell while 
she was consulting with the Lokaa translation project, just across 
the river.  They have seen the nearby Lokaa and Mbembe language 
groups achieving the translation of the NT and they are anxious to 
see a project in their language too. Currently, their language does not 
have a NT translation, and so many people do not understand the 
Hausa trade language translation. The pastors feel burdened over 
the struggles their people face. They believe it could be remedied by 
an increased knowledge of Scripture, which addresses holiness and 
faithfulness, especially in regard to disintegrating social taboos over sex, which has lead to an alarming rise in AIDs cases. 
One of the prospective translators attended the NBTT Introductory Training Course in Translation Principles, and did well. 
He is eager to begin work on the NT. In addition, it is possible some adaptation can be done from the Mbembe NT.

SECONDARY GOALS
The Legbo people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the 
preparation of materials for literacy, in cooperation with Local Education Authorities. 

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Concern for evangelism amongst those still practicing traditional religion,•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
May work through adaptation•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Legbo area: Presbyterian, Assemblies of God, and Ro-
man Catholic. 

Legbo

NAME OF PROJECT: Legbo  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 80,000 total approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
The church denominations in the region have joined together and re-
quested NBTT to help them produce a NT with OT portions transla-
tion in order to strengthen the church and to spread the Gospel in 
their region. Their concern is both for the teaching of  Lis ma Ron 
Christians, and for evangelism among those who practice traditional 
religion. Two mother-tongue speakers of Lis ma Ron are committed 
to translate. They have the support and encouragement of church 
leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to give feedback. Ad-
aptation to and from Lis ma Ron will take place using the Adapt It 
program, working in partnership with the Ron (Alias I Ron) project

SECONDARY GOALS
Lis ma Ron people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the 
preparation of materials for literacy.  Work on a dictionary has already begun.  Literacy program will be developed in coopera-
tion with the Local Educational Authorities.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals,•	
Concern for evangelism of those practicing traditional religion,•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church,•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Cooperative development of translation in partnership with the Ron (Alias I Ron) project•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  The main translator for the project is a potential translation consultant

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Lis ma Ron area: Church of Christ in Nigeria, Christ 
Apostolic Church, Roman Catholic.

Lis ma Ron

NAME OF PROJECT: Lis ma Ron  
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Five Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: NT; OT portions; JESUS film
POPULATION: 75,000 total approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
This project was initiated by Maya Church leaders with a strong moti-
vation to have Scripture in the Maya language.  Their concern is both 
for the teaching of Maya Christians, and for evangelism. They believe 
that the times are urgent, as there are pressures from the other major 
religion in the areas. The Maya people complain that their culture 
has been dominated for generations by four other local cultures. As a 
result, they have a low sense of self-esteem as a people and a culture. 
They believe that the Maya Scriptures can restore their sense of pride 
as a people, because they will learn that God accepts them, their lan-
guage and their culture, as his children in Christ. A secondary issue is that there is a serious lack of unity in the church, and 
they believe that Maya Scriptures will unify their churches, as people begin to understand what church leaders and members 
are supposed to behave like, that is model Jesus’ character. Two mother-tongue speakers of Maya are committed to translate. 
They have the support and  encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to give feedback.  At a 
meeting between NBTT leaders and the Maya people to initiate program, there was a very strong demonstration of local sup-
port, with cultural dancing and other activities.

SECONDARY GOALS
Maya people are committed to the development of their language, including the preparation of materials for literacy.  Discus-
sion is already in progress on how to develop a literacy program in cooperation with Local Education Authorities.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Evangelism of neighbors who practice a majority religion•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
Possible to adapt from existing related language NT•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Maya area: LUTHERAN CHURCH OF CHRIST IN NI-
GERIA (LCCN), BAPTIST CHURCH, ECWA, FIRST AFRICAN CHURCH MISSION, CHRIST APOSTOLIC CHURCH, DEEPER 
LIFE BIBLE CHURCH, LIVING FAITH, and UNITED METHODIST CHURCH MISSION (UMCN). 

Maya

NAME OF PROJECT: Maya 
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 50,000 approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
The majority of the Mbula people do not know Hausa, the trade lan-
guage, well, so they are losing interest in the church. The direct result 
is that a traditional cult is making a comeback in at least three villages 
now.   In addition, modernism has removed the social taboo of having 
premarital sex, so young girls are contracting AIDs at an alarming 
rate. Bible translation in Mbula will provide a biblical worldview to 
replace the subjectivism regarding sexual behavior, and reduce the 
spread of AIDs. It’s an immediate need that the pastors want to ad-
dress as well as other spiritual needs. They need the Scripture tools to 
accomplish that. Also, they are investigating the possibility of adapting from related language scriptures, which would speed 
up the project.

An initial “orthography development” program has been successfully completed.  Mother-tongue speakers of Mbula are com-
mitted to translate. They have the support and encouragement of church leaders. Other speakers will serve as reviewers to 
give feedback. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Mbula people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the prepara-
tion of materials for literacy. A transitional primer is already in draft form and other literacy materials are planned.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Evangelism of neighbors who practice a majority religion•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	
Potential source texts for translation adaptations•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Not currently but projected 

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Mbula area: LCCN, GOSPEL FAITH CHURCH, FIRST 
AFRICAN CHURCH MISSION, BAPTIST, ECWA, CHRIST APOSTOLIC FAITH, JESUS GLORIOUS CHURCH, DEEPER LIFE 
BIBLE CHURCH

Mbula

NAME OF PROJECT: Mbula
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Six Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 100,000 approximately
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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PROJECT IMPACT GOALS 
Tera translators have already completed the translation of the Gospel 
of Luke through the Luke Partnership program.  The JESUS Film has 
also been produced.  The Tera community is strongly motivated to 
complete the New Testament (indeed, they have the whole Bible in 
view).  In an area where there is also strong presence from another 
major religion, Tera church leaders are motivated both to strengthen 
Tera Christians in their beliefs and commitment to Christ and also to 
share the gospel more widely. One translator is already in his second 
year of training in the BA in Bible Translation at the Theological Col-
lege of Northern Nigeria.  Three other translators have been trained through the Luke Partnership program and are strongly 
motivated to continue with translation. 

SECONDARY GOALS
Tera people are committed to the development of their language, including the compilation of a dictionary and the prepa-
ration of materials for literacy.  A literacy worker has already been trained through NBTT and a literacy program is being 
planned.

STRATEGIC STRENGTHS OF THIS PROJECT 
Large language group•	
Evangelism of neighbors who practice a majority religion•	
Strong motivation by local churches and individuals•	
Reasonable time frame•	
Concern for evangelism•	
Concern for in depth teaching in the church•	
Potential for development of the language and cooperation with local education authority•	
Capable, trained translation team•	
Good support from NBTT for consultant help and further training•	

CONSULTANT/TRAINER DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT:  Potential consultant is already in training in the TCNN BA in Bible trans-
lation.  Good candidate for TSC internship in the future.

PARTNERSHIPS:  Nigeria Bible Translation Trust, local churches in the Tera area: ECWA, also Roman Catholic, and Deeper 
Life

Tera 

NAME OF PROJECT: Tera 
LOCATION: Nigeria
SENSITIVITY LEVEL: General
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Five  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 100,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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THE PEOPLE
Three hundred thousand Agnat people live in an arid highland region 
of northern Africa. They live off their land, working with oxdrawn 
plows and keeping cattle for milk and meat. Because of erosion 
caused by deforestation, the Agnat economy is fragile. Their mud and 
stick houses offer some shelter, but civil unrest, insufficient rainfall 
and inadequate health care have kept them on the edge of famine. 
HIV/AIDS is a serious concern and practices like child marriage and 
female genital cutting are still somewhat common.

THE BACKGROUND 
Church attendance is high among the Agnat; some estimate almost 100%. In the past decade, a new generation of church 
leadership has embraced the urgency of offering God’s Word to the Agnat people in their own language. Until that time, they 
had celebrated a liturgical form without understanding the meaning behind it. Now, because of the courage and persistence 
of one man who patiently prayed and shared with the Church’s leadership, the major denomination has requested help from 
the Bible Society in their country to endorse the translation of the Scriptures into Agnat.

THE NEED
There is a great deal of factionalism among the various Christian groups in Agnat territory; doctrinal disagreements hinder 
fellowship between congregations. Scripture will have visible social impact when the Agnat people truly understand and be-
gin to apply what the Bible teaches about marriage, the value of women and how to nurture family relationships. Translation 
could also impact the fragile economic situation as Agnat speakers realize God’s promises and access the potential with which 
He has endowed them as individuals and as a people.

Scripture in the mother tongue will ground Agnat believers in their faith. Sharing the same Bible will foster unity and coop-
eration among the churches, giving evidence of the work of the Holy Spirit in their midst.

THE TEAM
Samuel is the courageous man who’s been patiently working with the Church for the past decade. Trained to become part 
of the clergy, he is now the primary translator for the Agnat project. He has quickly learned to use a computer for his work 
and has already translated James, Luke and part of Acts, underwritten by a generous donation from a private family. Samuel 
wants to improve his English so he will be able to more effectively use the translation helps available to him.

He will be helped by Daniel—a recently graduated teacher with English skills and a background in theology. Part of the proj-
ect cost will pay for his early release from government work requirements. There’s little doubt it will be a small investment 
that will provide significant benefit over the life of the project. 

An experienced translator, a linguist, a literacy worker, a computer consultant and a Scripture use consultant are among the 
expatriate workers who will assist in the project.

THE PLAN 
There is no translation done in a language closely related to Agnat, so this team will start from scratch. They have already 
drafted portions of the New Testament, and a consultant has checked part of that material. They plan to continue from there 
to complete the New Testament and portions of the Old Testament as well. The government has asked the team to do more 
linguistic research on the Agnat language. In addition, the government is planning a literacy emphasis in the area. The team 
plans to cooperate and assist with that program as much as possible.

Agnat 

NAME OF PROJECT: Agnat 
LOCATION: Africa
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Nine  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 300,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: David
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THE PEOPLE
The Enula people live in twenty-seven villages scattered in five dis-
tricts of their country. About half of them are literate in their mother 
tongue.

Until 1920, the Enula people had developed a reputation among their 
enemies as fierce warriors and killers. That same year, foreign mis-
sionaries introduced the Gospel to the Enula. A powerful leader made 
the decision to follow Christ, and through his leadership, the entire 
group chose Christianity. But because the people do not yet have the 
New Testament in their language, they haven’t internalized the Gospel. As a result, they continue to mix Christianity with 
their own traditional religion. The Enula still fear evil spirits because they don’t understand the power available to those who 
are in Christ.

THE BACKGROUND 
Four Enula translators have already been involved in translation work. They began helping translators from an international or-
ganization who came to community in the mid-80s and continued the work when the international translation team was forced 
to leave due to regional conflict. So far, the team has translated and published Matthew, Mark, Acts, five of the Epistles and parts 
of the Gospel of Luke. They’ve also produced Scripture booklets about Creation and the lives of Joseph and Daniel.

THE PLAN
The local church has already demonstrated tangible support for the Enula translation project and is the primary stakeholder 
in this venture. They are organizing Scripture reading contests which will be held regularly. They also plan to form Scripture 
reading groups to encourage the use of the Enula Scriptures. One Enula MTT will be mentored to act as administrator of a 
local foundation that will assume responsibility for the continuity of the translation work. This will assure sustainability for 
the project regardless of the political or religious climate in the area. 

The translators have a strong sense of calling and a deep dedication to the task. They have already demonstrated their ability 
to do the work. They are willing to travel long distances to get the mentoring and consultant help they need which cannot be 
safely done in their area due to pervasive religious tension.

THE RESULT
Enula people will be motivated to read in order to learn the Scripture in their own language. Local Enula churches will become 
aware of the impact of Scripture in Use in their mother tongue by doing the reading contests, starting the Scripture reading 
groups, and seeing changes in people’s lives.

Two Enula translators will become capable language consultants for their region. They will be trained both formally and in-
formally through courses which cover Bible translation theory and practices. They’ll also learn valuable administration skills 
including curriculum planning and reporting. Two other Enula translators will be fully skilled to do translation drafting, 
editing, revision, and checking.

Speakers of other language will be motivated toward translation work and have local help for training new translators through 
the Enula trainers.

The Enula project can be ongoing regardless of the local political situation because one of the translators will be mentored to 
become chairman of a local foundation for Bible translation and literacy. It will be locally operated.

Enula 

NAME OF PROJECT: Enula 
LOCATION: Southeast Asia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Five  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 17,200
FIELD COORDINATOR: Jim
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THE PEOPLE
The Liping and Quinwa people, referred to collectively as Elque, live 
on an island near their country’s mainland. Historically, their home 
area was considered a disease-infested outpost. Because of the is-
land’s great agricultural, mining and fishing potential, however, the 
area experienced a huge influx of immigrants from the mainland in 
the late 1980s. The hot, tropical climate allows the many Elque far ers 
to grow rice, sugar, coffee, tea and rubber year round.

Although island residents enjoy more economic liberties than their 
mainland neighbors, their personal and family lives are closely regulated by the national government. Elque marriage cus-
toms and limitation of family size are dictated by law, changing the culture of the Elque people. Because they are isolated and 
their homeland boasts nothing of interest to outsiders, the Elque have little interaction with the outside world.

NEED FOR TRANSLATION 
Christians make up less than 1% of the population. The small group of believers wants to explain their faith to their relatives 
and neighbors, but they have no Scripture tools. The only Scripture available to them is in a foreign language and is irrelevant 
to their friends. Scripture in their mother tongue will provide the authority these Christians need to share their faith.

STATUS OF TRANSLATION
Translation has never been attempted in these languages. There are six churches in the area using the national language. 
These churches are closely supervised by outsiders and are not allowed to bring in new people. Five of them are based on tra-
dition and steeped in ritual. The Word in their mother tongue will offer a catalyst for revival among these struggling groups. 
One church has already expressed an interest in the Elque cluster translation project.

THE PLAN
Four speakers from each of the two language groups will work full-time in translation. Because the Elque are oral learners, 
the new workers will begin by translating some oral story modules. Since neither Liping nor Quinwa is a written language 
at present, these oral stories, carefully chosen and taught, are designed to quickly open doors and soften hearts to Christ’s 
message.

During this initial oral phase of the project, linguists will also develop a written form for the Elque languages and produce the 
script for the JESUS film. This will provide a solid foundation for the video version of the JESUS film, written forms of the 
oral stories and the translation of Acts.

Key partners in this project include: The International Mission Board and the JESUS Film Project.

ADDITIONAL GOALS
The Liping and Quinwa believers desire to have at least the entire New Testament and Old Testament portions in each of their 
languages. The translators are committed to seeing these goals accomplished. There are educated people on the team, includ-
ing some with seminary training who see this project as the first phase in the process of translation.

Statistics vary, but some state that about 60% of the Elque population is literate in the national language. This impressive-
looking number is deceptive. These “literate” people can read enough to trade in the marketplace, hold surface-level conver-
sations with a speakers of the national language and cope with life in the majority culture. It does not, however, give them 
enough fluency in that language to express deep emotion, understand a joke, write a personal letter or decipher many con-
versations. When written scripts are available for Liping and Quinwa, those who can already read in another language will be 
able to transition to reading their own language, paving the way for them to understand the mother-tongue Scriptures that 
will already be in oral use.

This project also could become a springboard to launch experienced translators into consultant roles, impact-
ing not only their mother tongue, but many other language groups throughout Asia who still need the 
Scriptures.

Elque 

NAME OF PROJECT: Elque 
LOCATION: East Asia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Three  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: the Gospel of Luke, JESUS 
film, Genesis, Acts and eighteen oral Bible stories
POPULATION: 750,000 in two language groups
FIELD COORDINATOR: Harold
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THE PEOPLE
The Dishuni people have a long, colorful history as singers, poets, ar-
chitects and rice farmers. For generations their artists have composed 
and gathered a wealth of music, poetry and mythology that still shape 
regional laws, their way of life and their outlook on the world.

Daily life is similar to many agrarian societies. Villages most often 
consist of 20 families who live in two story houses. The lower level 
houses the family’s animals and the upper level is used for cooking 
and sleeping. The majority of Dishuni people farm rice, but artists 
hold a respected place in society. 

The Dishuni way of life is changing slowly. Increasingly people travel to major cities in the country to find higher-wages, only 
succeeding sometimes. The cultural practices of the dominant people and political groups in the country have also changed 
their way of life and today many men dress more closely matching the modern customs.

NEED FOR TRANSLATION 
There is only one known group of 20 or 30 believers. They typically meet in two or three homes on Sundays to avoid suspicion 
as religious freedom is suppressed in their part of the country. There were missionary efforts in 1940 and 1999, but their 
impact was limited. The believers are eager to receive the Scriptures in their language as a guide for their growing faith and 
for their daily life.

The vast majority Dishuni practice a mix of spirit worship and Taoism, which means they must appease capricious spirits 
while trying to live in peaceful coexistence with the universe. The lack of a clear witness about God from outside nature 
means that God’s work in nature is often attributed to these spirits. The fully translated book of Genesis and other Scriptures 
from the Old Testament will communicate God’s clear call to turn away from false Gods.

STATUS OF TRANSLATION
This is the second phase of a multi-phase translation effort to bring the Scriptures to the Dishuni people. A partnership with 
the JESUS Film Project resulted in the Gospel of Luke, part of Genesis and a script for the JESUS film that the team hopes to 
use as the basis for a dubbed version of the JESUS film in Dishuni. 

Though the team only completed this work recently, early indications are that some Dishuni are more interested in learning 
about God. The small Dishuni church has readily accepted the Gospel of Luke and portions of Genesis. Three men from the 
church have stepped forward to continue the translation process.

THE PLAN
This country is generally hostile to foreign influence and views Christian faith as a negative development. The team will have 
to work quietly in ways that do not draw attention. While the translators will have freedom to remain in their home area and 
check the translation with other trusted people, outside teams must be kept to a minimum.

Consultants plan to visit with the translators periodically in safe locations where they will draw minimal attention. During 
these focused sessions, they will encourage the teams, check their work and provide very valuable hands-on training.

ADDITIONAL GOALS
The project will also include an oral recording component. Translations by the team will be recorded by willing believers 
so that the many Dishuni who do not read and write their language will have quick access to the Scriptures. It’s expected 
that this project will bolster the efforts of other organizations performing longer-term literacy efforts and training Dishuni 
church leaders.

Dishuni 

NAME OF PROJECT: Dishuni 
LOCATION: East Asia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Three  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: Genesis, Exodus, Ruth, 1 
Samuel and Acts
POPULATION: 1.2 million
FIELD COORDINATOR: Harold
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THE PEOPLE
Swadesh speakers number over a million and come from more than a 
dozen different cultural communities. Although their language is the 
same and most of them are farmers, these communities have strict 
rules about their interactions with one another. Some can freely inter-
marry with members of neighboring groups while others must marry 
from within their own clans. Some of these people practice polygamy, 
although one spouse is the norm. Each community is regulated as well 
by a caste system. This practice allows people from one community to become musicians while those in a neighboring village 
may only be janitors. One entire community is shunned by the others and its inhabitants are considered untouchables.

THE BACKGROUND 
As Christians composed songs to share with their congregation, the formerly oral Swadesh language was committed to writ-
ing. Translation efforts have been ongoing since 1998, when some students worked with a local missionary to produce two 
tracts in Swadesh. The missionary couple, Nathan and Rose Sayada, also produced a literacy primer to help children learn 
Swadesh letters. This tool helped children transfer those core reading skills into the language of wider communication. In 
2002, a foreign linguist published some technical materials on the Swadesh language. The Gospel of Mark, Epistle to Phile-
mon and the book of James have been published along with many tracts and some other study materials. The primary moth-
ertongue translator is a well-educated man, trained in translation and already experienced. The project will provide support 
for additional mother-tongue translators. Word for All, the Indian Bible translation Organization, has been providing and 
will continue to provide training for new workers.

THE PREPARATION
In the 1900s, an Indian mission organization began with a vision of reaching all of India through indigenous means. As a part 
of its “Centenary Vision”, that group committed to begin Bible translation ministry in minority languages. As a result, more 
than seventy missionaries and local evangelists are still serving in the Swadesh area. They and several other Christian groups 
actively ministering among Swadesh speakers have started to use the Swadesh materials. The team feels certain that these 
organizations will continue to use the translated materials as they become available.

THE NEED
Although many churches exist in Swadesh-speaking areas, the local people have very little understanding of the Christian 
message. Their traditional lifestyle as caste members undermines Jesus’ command to “love one another.” They still mix ani-
mistic practices and Hindu traditions into their nominally Christian lives. This robs them of the assurance, joy and peace the 
Savior promised. Not only does this lukewarm assent to Christianity hurt the believers themselves, but it denies them the 
power available in the person of the Holy Spirit, severely limiting the effectiveness of evangelistic outreach to the nonbeliev-
ers in the area.
Because the Swadesh area is still open to the Gospel, the timing of this project is critical. The first day the Gospel of Mark, 
the book of James and the letter to Philemon were available, seventy copies sold in one village alone! People are hungry for 
the message.

THE PLAN
Nathan and Rose have been working as the sole translators in the project to this point. The team will hire additional work-
ers—both translators and those who will promote and distribute the materials. The team will cooperate with all the missions 
working in Swadesh regions to encourage use of the mother-tongue Scriptures, distributing the individual books as soon as 
they are translated and facilitating reading in the worship services. They also plan to conduct annual ethnomusicology work-
shops in order to create an indigenous hymnody for the churches. This will help promote the use of Swadesh for spiritual 
things and will encourage non-literates to memorize Scripture through the words of songs.

THE RESULT
When this project is completed, the Swadesh people will have meaningful access to the Word of God in the 
whole New Testament and portions of the Old Testament. This will allow effective evangelism in the 
general area and discipleship and nurturing of the believers leading to a growing, healthy church. 

Swadesh

NAME OF PROJECT: Swadesh 
LOCATION: India
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Seven  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 1,000,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: John
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THE PEOPLE
The Bara are traditionally a pastoral people who have carefully preserved 
the culture and values passed down to them from their ancestors. One 
of those traditions, the “sport” of cattle rustling, is part of the rite of 
passage initiating boys into manhood. As a result of that practice and 
of their relatively impermeable society, outsiders associate them with 
cattle thieves and armed gangsters who plague the area. 

Although they have never had a united government, the scattered 
Bara groups are connected through their ethnicity and language. Be-
cause they are constantly threatened with losing their herds to organized crime syndicates in the area, some Bara have aban-
doned their villages to look for another way of life. As modern society encroaches on their traditional isolation, Bara speakers 
are becoming more open to education and to Christian teachings.

BACKGROUND
In 1876, Christianity came to the Bara area when an outside group set up a military base in one of the major towns. This 
proved an unfortunate first impression. At the end of the nineteenth century, missionaries built churches in the area, but 
only 20 percent of those in the church today are Bara-speakers. It’s estimate that until recently only 5-10 percent of all Bara 
followed Christ.

Since 1996, a Scandinavian couple has been working in a neighboring language group and has helped to set up the Bara proj-
ect. The Seed Company joined the effort in 2001, creating the Luke Partnership with The Jesus Film Project that resulted in 
the JESUS film and the Gospel of Luke in the Bara language. Today an increasing number of Bara people are turning to Christ 
as this film and the book of Luke are used by the community. 

THE NEED
Positive reception to the early drafts of Luke and an overwhelming response to the JESUS film across the region provide 
evidence of the hunger Bara people have for more material in their own language. The translators have not been able to stay 
ahead of the demand for new materials with the limited resources currently available to them.

The Lutheran and the Catholic Churches pioneered Bara-specific outreach since the 1990s. Leaders in both groups agree that 
mother-tongue Scripture will be a key catalyst for future efforts among the Bara. It’s hoped that as God works through the 
Scriptures peace will come to this region and even more people will choose to follow Christ.

THE TEAM
Currently, three Lutherans – a University-trained teacher, a high-ranking government official, and a mayor in the Bara lan-
guage area – are primary translators. The Bara Translation Advisory Committee, an interfaith group formed during the 
preparation of the JESUS film, is also part of the team. They are planning a workshop for select people from the community 
who will create a support base and distribution channels for the translated materials. 

Four Bara-speaking expatriate language workers will serve as facilitators. Bara translators will receive ongoing training 
through workshops and also have opportunities to improve their English and French in order to more effectively use transla-
tion helps.

THE PLAN
The team’s ambitious plan is to translate the entire Bible by 2015. They have a promising start, with a completed a draft 
of Luke and the JESUS film. This is a three-phase project. By 2010, they will finalize Luke and print it, translate a series of 
Scripture booklets, compose a trial edition of the other three Gospels and work on a trial copy of Genesis. Phase 
two includes completion of the New Testament and some Old Testament books. By 2015, they plan to finish 
the whole Bible. 

Bara

NAME OF PROJECT: Bara 
LOCATION: Madagascar
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Three  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: Four Gospels, a series of 
Scripture booklets, trial edition of Genesis
POPULATION: 520,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy
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THE PEOPLE
The ethnic groups of the Southern Chocoan language family are located 
primarily in the Pacific coastal jungles of South America. They raise a vari-
ety of bananas and various kinds of tubers, fruits, corn and rice. Addition-
ally, the men hunt and fish. Rugged terrain and extensive river systems 
have contributed to the relative isolation of these ethnic groups.  Mosqui-
toes, carrying malaria and dengue fever, thrive in this environment.
Typically several generations live together in the same house. Parents 
arrange marriages for their young teenagers. Polygamy is commonly 
accepted. At least two of the groups practice obligatory female circumcision. 
Chocoan communities do not traditionally centralize political leadership. However, in order to receive government funding, 
they have built a village for each major population center. Some of these centers now have primary schools. The local govern-
ment, crippled by corruption, has not provided many basic necessities such as education and health. As a result, many Choc-
oan young men  have been recruited by subversive groups and are involved in illicit drug trade, extortion and kidnapping. 
Some families have been forced out of their homes, coerced toward recruitment and purged by “social cleansing.” The rebels 
incarcerate uncooperative individuals for insurrection. Some families have become involved in the cultivation and harvesting 
of illicit drugs. Through western contacts, they have increased access to alcohol, prostitution and pornography.

BACKGROUND
Traditional Chocó religion teaches that evil spirits exercise power over their lives. Shamans serve as intermediaries to the 
spirits. They believe the  dead become demonic beings that haunt the living.
The Catholic Church has had a very marginal influence in most of the Chocoan language groups. In the past ten years various 
churches have done sporadic evangelistic work, all in Spanish.  Because of the Bible translation process, there are individual 
believers in each group.
Today, two independent churches in the regional capital have started churches in two Chóco-speaking towns. Three other 
agencies and a few independent churches have started missions outreach. 

THE NEED
Because the Chocó people live in an oral culture, this project will make the Gospel available in a format they can readily accept 
and use. This society is isolated from help through government infrastructures by the national political situation, and many 
of its people are being enticed or pressured into the drug culture. God’s Word will strengthen them against those pressures 
as well as helping to reinforce their traditional values. The oral approach will also provide raw materials for evangelism by 
Christian groups working in the area.

THE TEAM
Because of the tenuous political situation in the country, consultants will reside elsewhere, making periodic visits to the 
provincial capital for mentoring and workshops. In cooperation with a national ministry organization, twelve young men 
are completing their high school education and acquiring the capacity to better use their heart languages. Project organizers 
hope to cultivate more translator-trainees from this pool of individuals.
Currently, there are six mother-tongue translators (MTTs). One has fifteen years experience working in a related language. 
Two of the others have been working in the language that will be the source for the adaptation. The other three trainees are 
newly recruited. Two are graduates of the scholarship program previously mentioned and one is a teacher in the language 
area who was recommended to the team. 

THE PLAN
The team will train MTTs through one-on-one mentoring, through on-the-job training and through workshops. A computer 
specialist will tutor the MTTs in computer use, especially for the Paratext program which they can use in the Bible translation 
process. They plan to use one of the languages, for which a good deal of translation is already done, as a source-text 
for the other four. They will work with various other local and international partner organizations to accomplish 
the goal of providing Scripture for these five language groups. The International Mission Board (IMB) is 
cooperating in the project . Their workers plan to use the translated materials for Oral Bible Stories.

Lower Chocó

NAME OF PROJECT: Lower Chocó 
LOCATION: Colombia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Four  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: IMB story set, complete OT 
and NT books
POPULATION: 55,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Margaret
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THE PEOPLE
The ethnic groups of the Southern Chocoan language family are located 
primarily in the Pacific coastal jungles of South America. They raise a vari-
ety of bananas and various kinds of tubers, fruits, corn and rice. Addition-
ally, the men hunt and fish. Rugged terrain and extensive river systems 
have contributed to the relative isolation of these ethnic groups.  Mosqui-
toes, carrying malaria and dengue fever, thrive in this environment.
Typically several generations live together in the same house. Parents 
arrange marriages for their young teenagers. Polygamy is commonly 
accepted. At least two of the groups practice obligatory female circumcision. 
Chocoan communities do not traditionally centralize political leadership. However, in order to receive government funding, 
they have built a village for each major population center. Some of these centers now have primary schools. The local govern-
ment, crippled by corruption, has not provided many basic necessities such as education and health. As a result, many Choc-
oan young men  have been recruited by subversive groups and are involved in illicit drug trade, extortion and kidnapping. 
Some families have been forced out of their homes, coerced toward recruitment and purged by “social cleansing.” The rebels 
incarcerate uncooperative individuals for insurrection. Some families have become involved in the cultivation and harvesting 
of illicit drugs. Through western contacts, they have increased access to alcohol, prostitution and pornography.

BACKGROUND
Traditional Chocó religion teaches that evil spirits exercise power over their lives. Shamans serve as intermediaries to the 
spirits. They believe the  dead become demonic beings that haunt the living.
The Catholic Church has had a very marginal influence in most of the Chocoan language groups. In the past ten years various 
churches have done sporadic evangelistic work, all in Spanish.  Because of the Bible translation process, there are individual 
believers in each group.
Today, two independent churches in the regional capital have started churches in two Chóco-speaking towns. Three other 
agencies and a few independent churches have started missions outreach. 

THE NEED
Because the Chocó people live in an oral culture, this project will make the Gospel available in a format they can readily accept 
and use. This society is isolated from help through government infrastructures by the national political situation, and many 
of its people are being enticed or pressured into the drug culture. God’s Word will strengthen them against those pressures 
as well as helping to reinforce their traditional values. The oral approach will also provide raw materials for evangelism by 
Christian groups working in the area.

THE TEAM
Because of the tenuous political situation in the country, consultants will reside elsewhere, making periodic visits to the 
provincial capital for mentoring and workshops. In cooperation with a national ministry organization, twelve young men 
are completing their high school education and acquiring the capacity to better use their heart languages. Project organizers 
hope to cultivate more translator-trainees from this pool of individuals.
Currently, there are six mother-tongue translators (MTTs). One has fifteen years experience working in a related language. 
Two of the others have been working in the language that will be the source for the adaptation. The other three trainees are 
newly recruited. Two are graduates of the scholarship program previously mentioned and one is a teacher in the language 
area who was recommended to the team. 

THE PLAN
The team will train MTTs through one-on-one mentoring, through on-the-job training and through workshops. A computer 
specialist will tutor the MTTs in computer use, especially for the Paratext program which they can use in the Bible translation 
process. They plan to use one of the languages, for which a good deal of translation is already done, as a source-text 
for the other four. They will work with various other local and international partner organizations to accomplish 
the goal of providing Scripture for these five language groups. The International Mission Board (IMB) is 
cooperating in the project . Their workers plan to use the translated materials for Oral Bible Stories.

Mountain Chocó

NAME OF PROJECT: Mountain Chocó 
LOCATION: Colombia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Four  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: IMB story set, complete OT 
and NT books
POPULATION: 55,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Margaret
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THE PEOPLE
The ethnic groups of the Southern Chocoan language family are located 
primarily in the Pacific coastal jungles of South America. They raise a vari-
ety of bananas and various kinds of tubers, fruits, corn and rice. Addition-
ally, the men hunt and fish. Rugged terrain and extensive river systems 
have contributed to the relative isolation of these ethnic groups.  Mosqui-
toes, carrying malaria and dengue fever, thrive in this environment.
Typically several generations live together in the same house. Parents 
arrange marriages for their young teenagers. Polygamy is commonly 
accepted. At least two of the groups practice obligatory female circumcision. 
Chocoan communities do not traditionally centralize political leadership. However, in order to receive government funding, 
they have built a village for each major population center. Some of these centers now have primary schools. The local govern-
ment, crippled by corruption, has not provided many basic necessities such as education and health. As a result, many Choc-
oan young men  have been recruited by subversive groups and are involved in illicit drug trade, extortion and kidnapping. 
Some families have been forced out of their homes, coerced toward recruitment and purged by “social cleansing.” The rebels 
incarcerate uncooperative individuals for insurrection. Some families have become involved in the cultivation and harvesting 
of illicit drugs. Through western contacts, they have increased access to alcohol, prostitution and pornography.

BACKGROUND
Traditional Chocó religion teaches that evil spirits exercise power over their lives. Shamans serve as intermediaries to the 
spirits. They believe the  dead become demonic beings that haunt the living.
The Catholic Church has had a very marginal influence in most of the Chocoan language groups. In the past ten years various 
churches have done sporadic evangelistic work, all in Spanish.  Because of the Bible translation process, there are individual 
believers in each group.
Today, two independent churches in the regional capital have started churches in two Chóco-speaking towns. Three other 
agencies and a few independent churches have started missions outreach. 

THE NEED
Because the Chocó people live in an oral culture, this project will make the Gospel available in a format they can readily accept 
and use. This society is isolated from help through government infrastructures by the national political situation, and many 
of its people are being enticed or pressured into the drug culture. God’s Word will strengthen them against those pressures 
as well as helping to reinforce their traditional values. The oral approach will also provide raw materials for evangelism by 
Christian groups working in the area.

THE TEAM
Because of the tenuous political situation in the country, consultants will reside elsewhere, making periodic visits to the 
provincial capital for mentoring and workshops. In cooperation with a national ministry organization, twelve young men 
are completing their high school education and acquiring the capacity to better use their heart languages. Project organizers 
hope to cultivate more translator-trainees from this pool of individuals.
Currently, there are six mother-tongue translators (MTTs). One has fifteen years experience working in a related language. 
Two of the others have been working in the language that will be the source for the adaptation. The other three trainees are 
newly recruited. Two are graduates of the scholarship program previously mentioned and one is a teacher in the language 
area who was recommended to the team. 

THE PLAN
The team will train MTTs through one-on-one mentoring, through on-the-job training and through workshops. A computer 
specialist will tutor the MTTs in computer use, especially for the Paratext program which they can use in the Bible translation 
process. They plan to use one of the languages, for which a good deal of translation is already done, as a source-text 
for the other four. They will work with various other local and international partner organizations to accomplish 
the goal of providing Scripture for these five language groups. The International Mission Board (IMB) is 
cooperating in the project . Their workers plan to use the translated materials for Oral Bible Stories.

Mid Chocó

NAME OF PROJECT: Mid Chocó 
LOCATION: Colombia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Four  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: IMB story set, complete OT 
and NT books
POPULATION: 55,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Margaret
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THE PEOPLE
The ethnic groups of the Southern Chocoan language family are located 
primarily in the Pacific coastal jungles of South America. They raise a vari-
ety of bananas and various kinds of tubers, fruits, corn and rice. Addition-
ally, the men hunt and fish. Rugged terrain and extensive river systems 
have contributed to the relative isolation of these ethnic groups.  Mosqui-
toes, carrying malaria and dengue fever, thrive in this environment.
Typically several generations live together in the same house. Parents 
arrange marriages for their young teenagers. Polygamy is commonly 
accepted. At least two of the groups practice obligatory female circumcision. 
Chocoan communities do not traditionally centralize political leadership. However, in order to receive government funding, 
they have built a village for each major population center. Some of these centers now have primary schools. The local govern-
ment, crippled by corruption, has not provided many basic necessities such as education and health. As a result, many Choc-
oan young men  have been recruited by subversive groups and are involved in illicit drug trade, extortion and kidnapping. 
Some families have been forced out of their homes, coerced toward recruitment and purged by “social cleansing.” The rebels 
incarcerate uncooperative individuals for insurrection. Some families have become involved in the cultivation and harvesting 
of illicit drugs. Through western contacts, they have increased access to alcohol, prostitution and pornography.

BACKGROUND
Traditional Chocó religion teaches that evil spirits exercise power over their lives. Shamans serve as intermediaries to the 
spirits. They believe the  dead become demonic beings that haunt the living.
The Catholic Church has had a very marginal influence in most of the Chocoan language groups. In the past ten years various 
churches have done sporadic evangelistic work, all in Spanish.  Because of the Bible translation process, there are individual 
believers in each group.
Today, two independent churches in the regional capital have started churches in two Chóco-speaking towns. Three other 
agencies and a few independent churches have started missions outreach. 

THE NEED
Because the Chocó people live in an oral culture, this project will make the Gospel available in a format they can readily accept 
and use. This society is isolated from help through government infrastructures by the national political situation, and many 
of its people are being enticed or pressured into the drug culture. God’s Word will strengthen them against those pressures 
as well as helping to reinforce their traditional values. The oral approach will also provide raw materials for evangelism by 
Christian groups working in the area.

THE TEAM
Because of the tenuous political situation in the country, consultants will reside elsewhere, making periodic visits to the 
provincial capital for mentoring and workshops. In cooperation with a national ministry organization, twelve young men 
are completing their high school education and acquiring the capacity to better use their heart languages. Project organizers 
hope to cultivate more translator-trainees from this pool of individuals.
Currently, there are six mother-tongue translators (MTTs). One has fifteen years experience working in a related language. 
Two of the others have been working in the language that will be the source for the adaptation. The other three trainees are 
newly recruited. Two are graduates of the scholarship program previously mentioned and one is a teacher in the language 
area who was recommended to the team. 

THE PLAN
The team will train MTTs through one-on-one mentoring, through on-the-job training and through workshops. A computer 
specialist will tutor the MTTs in computer use, especially for the Paratext program which they can use in the Bible translation 
process. They plan to use one of the languages, for which a good deal of translation is already done, as a source-text 
for the other four. They will work with various other local and international partner organizations to accomplish 
the goal of providing Scripture for these five language groups. The International Mission Board (IMB) is 
cooperating in the project . Their workers plan to use the translated materials for Oral Bible Stories.

Headwater Chocó

NAME OF PROJECT: Headwater Chocó 
LOCATION: Colombia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Four  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: IMB story set, complete OT 
and NT books
POPULATION: 55,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Margaret
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THE PEOPLE
The ethnic groups of the Southern Chocoan language family are located 
primarily in the Pacific coastal jungles of South America. They raise a vari-
ety of bananas and various kinds of tubers, fruits, corn and rice. Addition-
ally, the men hunt and fish. Rugged terrain and extensive river systems 
have contributed to the relative isolation of these ethnic groups.  Mosqui-
toes, carrying malaria and dengue fever, thrive in this environment.
Typically several generations live together in the same house. Parents 
arrange marriages for their young teenagers. Polygamy is commonly 
accepted. At least two of the groups practice obligatory female circumcision. 
Chocoan communities do not traditionally centralize political leadership. However, in order to receive government funding, 
they have built a village for each major population center. Some of these centers now have primary schools. The local govern-
ment, crippled by corruption, has not provided many basic necessities such as education and health. As a result, many Choc-
oan young men  have been recruited by subversive groups and are involved in illicit drug trade, extortion and kidnapping. 
Some families have been forced out of their homes, coerced toward recruitment and purged by “social cleansing.” The rebels 
incarcerate uncooperative individuals for insurrection. Some families have become involved in the cultivation and harvesting 
of illicit drugs. Through western contacts, they have increased access to alcohol, prostitution and pornography.

BACKGROUND
Traditional Chocó religion teaches that evil spirits exercise power over their lives. Shamans serve as intermediaries to the 
spirits. They believe the  dead become demonic beings that haunt the living.
The Catholic Church has had a very marginal influence in most of the Chocoan language groups. In the past ten years various 
churches have done sporadic evangelistic work, all in Spanish.  Because of the Bible translation process, there are individual 
believers in each group.
Today, two independent churches in the regional capital have started churches in two Chóco-speaking towns. Three other 
agencies and a few independent churches have started missions outreach. 

THE NEED
Because the Chocó people live in an oral culture, this project will make the Gospel available in a format they can readily accept 
and use. This society is isolated from help through government infrastructures by the national political situation, and many 
of its people are being enticed or pressured into the drug culture. God’s Word will strengthen them against those pressures 
as well as helping to reinforce their traditional values. The oral approach will also provide raw materials for evangelism by 
Christian groups working in the area.

THE TEAM
Because of the tenuous political situation in the country, consultants will reside elsewhere, making periodic visits to the 
provincial capital for mentoring and workshops. In cooperation with a national ministry organization, twelve young men 
are completing their high school education and acquiring the capacity to better use their heart languages. Project organizers 
hope to cultivate more translator-trainees from this pool of individuals.
Currently, there are six mother-tongue translators (MTTs). One has fifteen years experience working in a related language. 
Two of the others have been working in the language that will be the source for the adaptation. The other three trainees are 
newly recruited. Two are graduates of the scholarship program previously mentioned and one is a teacher in the language 
area who was recommended to the team. 

THE PLAN
The team will train MTTs through one-on-one mentoring, through on-the-job training and through workshops. A computer 
specialist will tutor the MTTs in computer use, especially for the Paratext program which they can use in the Bible translation 
process. They plan to use one of the languages, for which a good deal of translation is already done, as a source-text 
for the other four. They will work with various other local and international partner organizations to accomplish 
the goal of providing Scripture for these five language groups. The International Mission Board (IMB) is 
cooperating in the project . Their workers plan to use the translated materials for Oral Bible Stories.

South Chocó

NAME OF PROJECT: South Chocó 
LOCATION: Colombia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Four  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: IMB story set, complete OT 
and NT books
POPULATION: 55,000
FIELD COORDINATOR: Margaret
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THE PEOPLE
These six language groups are scattered in two neighboring countries. Some 
of them live in lowlands laced with rivers, on which they depend for live-
lihood, transportation, personal hygiene and community sanitation. This 
kind of general dependence on river water offers a breeding ground for many 
kinds of illnesses. Availability of coal, gemstones and precious metals in the 
area provide livelihood for some and raise political and economic tensions 
because of the potential for exploitation. 
A recent nation-wide monetary crisis drove many Nabi people to desperation. 
Those living in cities on fixed incomes are more destitute than subsistence 
farmers living in rural areas. Although the farmers have cash crops to sell, 
their production is very limited due to poor soil quality and dependence on rainfall rather than irrigation to water their meager fields.
Because of the economic crisis, many Nabi speakers have accepted sponsorship in a government relocation project that encouraged transmi-
gration to other parts of the country. In their home area, they are a close-knit society. Those who choose to follow Christ often find themselves 
in dire economic conditions. In fact, recent attacks on Christians in a major city had a tremendous negative impact on tourism, a major income 
source for many Nabi craftsmen. However, significant numbers of the transmigrants have come to faith outside their home area.

BACKGROUND
Since they live in a harsh natural environment, it is not surprising that Nabi people are known for tough character and rugged lifestyle. 
They have large, extended families, with whom they maintain high standards of solid friendship and proper etiquette. When a man is ready 
to marry, it is common for him to take his bride in a “willing abduction,” leading later to negotiations for a formal marriage. Nabi people 
help and support one another, sharing a common heritage in the name of the majority religion of the area. Personal and cultural honor are 
defended and maintained through revenge, which is a normal, accepted part of life.
Some social needs that are most urgent in these communities are: health issues related to water supply; isolation from larger society; pov-
erty - many lack means to move forward; dense population; many forced to relocate because of economic pressures; and the highest infant 
mortality rates in that nation

THE NEED
Only in two of the six groups is there any kind of a Sunday worship gathering, and these have largely been marginalized by the rest of the popula-
tion. In each of the other groups there are handfuls of individual believers, but these small contextualized groups have not organized as churches. 
Less than 2% of the general Nabi population claim connections with Christianity. The Nabi people groups are characterized as unreached because 
they lack a reproducing indigenous church planting movement within the people group. In each area, there is interest in starting with Old Testa-
ment prophets as a more natural bridge from the current beliefs of the majority population to an understanding of the truth of Christ.
At this point, there is a strong association among the Nabi with the majority religion as their ethnicity. Belief in Christ not only dissociates 
one from his nuclear family, but also from his very identity. This obstacle is one few Nabi are willing to overlook. Some spend huge percent-
ages of their usable income on religious ceremonies and demands. 
In addition to the cultural obstacles, an old translation of the Bible in one of the languages has caused enormous confusion. A word to 
represent Christians in that language actually carries the connotation with Nabi speakers of sexually immoral, adulterous, pornographic, 
debauched people. Local Christians do not associate Jesus with that term. Other incidents of poor translation in that text have prejudiced 
non-believers against the truth of the Bible. Leaders in the opposing majority religion have capitalized on those unfortunate examples to 
fuel local distaste for the Gospel and things Christian.
In some of the groups, the JESUS film has been completed or is in process. Three of the groups have a few Old Testament portions and 
one has a completed New Testament and Psalms ready for printing. With the current undertow of pessimism, however, it is unlikely that 
distribution of these materials will be widespread without correcting mistaken assumptions that have taken deep root. The books of the 
Prophets will help to answer questions and create a bridge for the New Testament materials.

THE TEAM
For each of the six groups, four translators have already started a series of three two-week Translation Principles workshops in which they 
gained experience as they translated Jonah and parts of Luke. A few of the teams have more experience, having started on Genesis or 
worked on the JESUS film script. 
In each project, a mentor will work with the mother-tongue translator to guide him/her through the steps of the translation process. The mentors will 
build on the training the translators have received in workshops and continue to lead them as they improve their exegetical and translation skills.

THE PLAN
The mother-tongue translators (MTTs) will come together in a workshop setting, maximizing synergy and consultant in-
put. During a series of three two-week workshops at intervals of about six months, trainers will walk participants through 
key translation issues for the material to be drafted. After they draft the material in the workshop, a mentor will supervise 
each of the MTTs to polish, test and check the texts to prepare it for a consultant to check. The goal will be for each 
team to complete the process before the next workshop.

Nabi

NAME OF PROJECT: Nabi 
LOCATION: Southeast Asia
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Four  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: Six shell books on OT 
prophets in each language represented
POPULATION: 28.4 million in six language groups
FIELD COORDINATOR: Brian
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THE PEOPLE
The Manjaku are a large group found in northern Guinea-Bissau, 
Senegal and Gambia. They are a farming people. The country has 
been through many years of civil upheaval. In that climate, many 
have found real, lasting peace through Jesus Christ, and the church 
is growing. The Evangelical Manjaku Association (PKM) has deter-
mined that the church needs the foundation of at least certain por-
tions of the OT to be able to grasp the significance of the NT. Ideally 
the whole Bible would be available to their congregations.

BACKGROUND
Various organizations have been involved with Manjaku translation beginning in the sixties. So far only the Gospel of Luke 
has been published. Now, the JESUS film is also available. 

New Tribes Mission began translation in neighboring Senegal in 1987. Lynn Harney is the NTM translator, and has worked 
with a Manjaku believer, Ibrahima Ngoudhiou. So far almost half of Genesis has been approved by NTM for limited printing. 
They have also done half of Exodus, drafted Acts and are working on Romans. In addition Ibrahima has done Matthew, John, 
and 1 John on his own.

THE NEED
Since their independence in 1974, civil war has decimated the nation. Today, while it is still one of the ten poorest countries 
in the world, Guinea-Bissau is enjoying peace and the growing national church has a strong mission vision. Leaders recognize 
how Old and New Testament books address such currently critical topics as covenant relationships, land as identity, social 
cohesiveness, and the processes of national and personal reconciliation and healing. Felt need for more of God’s Word is driv-
ing this project.

THE TEAM
A linguist-exegete plus three translators (one from each of the three countries) will be directly involved in the translation 
process. Initially Lynn Harney (New Tribes Mission) will be the linguist-exegete, but with the goal of training someone else 
to take over. The three translators were chosen by the Committee based on church and evangelical association recommenda-
tions, plus feedback from observations of their participation at a two-week course on linguistics & Bible Translation held 
jointly by NTM and SIL. Each translator is fluent in several languages and the two men have higher education in theology. 
The woman on the team was one of the translators for the Manjaku JESUS film.

The team will take part in workshops periodically offered by SIL, UBS and NTM. Ibrahima Ngoudhiou, who is currently em-
ployed by the Bible Society of Senegal, is teaching the three translators to read fluently and write in Manjaku. The translators 
will attend basic computer courses before the project begins. 

The UBS representative for the region supports a whole Bible project. This also fits with the goals of the Evangelical Church 
of Guinea-Bissau whose aim is to make the Bible available in all the languages of their country.

THE PLAN
The translation committee used the following criteria is choosing the books and order of translation: 1) the needs of the 
Manjaku church for growth and evangelism, 2) books that hold specific interest to the African mind and culture, 3) historical 
order of revelation, 4) relative length of books.

Each MTT will hopefully be working individually. It is also possible that one or more of the translators may be identified as 
suitable consultants-in-training. The committee wants the Manjaku churches to use the translation in as many 
domains as appropriate even as they are translating it. This will help them check and revise the Scriptures and 
also help to strengthen the local church. The Evangelical Manjaku Association plans to supervise the project 
with minimal outside assistance.

Manjaku 

NAME OF PROJECT: Manjaku  
LOCATION: Guinea Bissau
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Nine  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: New Testament; OT portions
POPULATION: 253,350
FIELD COORDINATOR: Gordon
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THE PEOPLE
Pidgin speakers live not only in Nigeria, but in several other Afri-
can countries. They have come to the cities to find work and conduct 
business, now spending most of their time interacting with people 
not from their home areas. Their medium of communication is a sec-
ond language: Nigerian Pidgin. 

In the cities, young people face the drug culture. Prostitution and 
crime also threaten their health and safety. In the north of the coun-
try, radical religious extremists are enjoying increasing influence. Re-
sidual post-colonial issues and conflicts between ethnic groups continually destabilize urban society.

BACKGROUND
Many who use Pidgin speak mother-tongue languages which do not yet have Scriptures. Pastors and evangelists use Pidgin 
because everyone in their congregations, no matter their origin, can understand it. 

Sometimes pastors and Bible teachers offer opinions which are not biblical. This creates confusion for believers because they 
can’t confirm or negate what they hear in church through studying the Word for themselves. 

Because of this situation, the translators want to provide the complete New Testament and Psalms for pastors to use with their con-
gregations. They want to make available recordings of these portions to distribute more widely. The New Testament and Psalms are al-
ready completed in rough draft, but must be checked by each team member, field tested, consultant checked, published and recorded.  

THE NEED
Currently, a high unemployment rate serves to demoralize people. The youth are turning to drugs, prostitution and crime. 
Diverse ethnic backgrounds combined with post-colonial issues create high tension in urban neighborhoods. 

This translation will not only serve more than 100 million people in Nigeria, but it could potentially become a source text for 
adaptation into Pidgins in Togo, Ghana, Cameroon and other neighboring countries. 

Local pastors need the Pidgin Scriptures to use in their churches so that speakers of Pidgin will be able to hear the Word of 
God in the language they use daily. They need to have Scripture in a form that will offer them opportunities for personal Bible 
study so they don’t have to solely depend on what others say about the Bible. Evangelism in towns and in unreached tribal 
areas will be enhanced. Evangelists and other missionary workers will be able to use the Pidgin translation with their contacts 
who speak different mother tongues.

THE TEAM
Three Nigerian translators have already been working on this project. All three are well-educated: two have degrees in English and 
one in engineering. One is a pastor who has been preaching in Pidgin for many years. Each of them grew up speaking Pidgin. 

One full-time national translation consultant is assigned to the project. He served on the team for the Itsekiri translation, 
his mother tongue, and has supervised translations in more than fifteen Nigerian, Ethiopian, and Gambian languages.  He is 
currently consulting with translation teams in four other Nigerian projects.

THE PLAN
Pidgin Scriptures will be distributed in audio format: audio tapes, CDs, MP3s etc.  Churches and interested individuals will have 
opportunities to provide listening facilities for people who cannot afford this equipment. This vernacular translation will be instru-
mental in reaching a vast number of people in cities and remote areas in Nigeria and in neighboring countries. 

Linguists are researching Nigerian Pidgin with a view toward establishing a standard orthography. Initially, pastors will have print-
ed copies of the New Testament, but their congregations will only have an audio form. In the future, the translation 
work will be published. This project, however, is focused on the auditory format because the primary audience 
needs to hear the message as soon as possible, and is accustomed to Pidgin as an oral medium of commu-
nication.

Nigerian Pidgin

NAME OF PROJECT: Nigerian Pidgin 
LOCATION: Nigeria
LENGTH OF PROJECT:  Three  Years
TRANSLATION GOALS: Four Gospels, a series of 
Scripture booklets, trial edition of Genesis
POPULATION: 1,000,000 second language speakers
FIELD COORDINATOR: Katy


